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Community Courier 

Semiahmoo  

S.R.A. Annual Meeting 2020. 
 The Annual Meeting was held on 24th October 
via Zoom.  During the meeting the average total 
number of SRA members logged on was 143.       The 
meeting was proctored by Joint Partners LLC, who are  
retained as consultants to the SRA Board. 
 The full record of the meeting will be available 
when the minutes are circulated in the near future.     
 Some highlights include the following: 
           (Visit SRA website for more details) 

 The President presented a comprehensive account of the goals and accomplishments 
of the current Board.    He particularly stressed that the Board were intent on listening to the 
views of the membership.  In return, he requested the attention, participation, and courtesy 
of the membership to ensure smooth running of our organization. 
 The Treasurer reported that Joint Partners LLC  has helped to develop a bottom up 
budget for 2021.    The proposal to institute a real estate transfer fee based on a % of the sale 
price had to be abandoned owing to objections from the community and concerns about its 
legality.    This has resulted in a considerable shortfall in income.    Thus paying down the 
mortgage on the SRA building has been put on hold.    Efforts are underway to trim the budg-
et to compensate for this reduced revenue.    There will be no increase in dues for 2021. 
 The Executive Director noted that there continues to be considerable real estate activi-
ty in our neighborhoods, and she welcomed 77 new members to the SRA.    There are 24   
currently pending sales. 
 The election committee reported that the budget had passed, and that a motion to 
limit the ability of the SRA Board to incur further debt had been defeated.    The re-election 
of Alec Berkman, and the election of new SRA Board members, Stephen Ghysels and Doug 
Woods, was announced.  
. 



(SRA General Meeting continued) The Board members reported on each of their com-
mittees’ activities.    Of note it was reported that the maintenance department is now fully 
staffed, and the supervisor has developed a new regular schedule for the program. 
 During the community participation period many questions and comments related to 
the hiring of consultants, the budget and the process for its approval.    The Board made 
clear that despite an apparent large majority voting against approval of the Budget, the total 
nay vote did not reach the threshold percentage of total available votes within the SRA to be  
successful.    This surprised many but  is, in fact, dictated by a WA State HOA law.        

Your SRA Board of Directors 2021. 

  

 Alec Berkman     St Andrews Green III 

 Stephen Ghysels     Aerie 

 Paul Greenough     Royal Troon                                                    

 Michael Hayden     St Andrews Green  II 

 Bill McNally      St Andrews Green I 

 Nicole Newton   General Manager, Semiahmoo Resort, Golf & Spa 

 Patricia Oliveros     Turnberry Wood 

 Doug Woods     Prestwick Village 
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Your New SRA Board MembersFor 2021! 
Stephen Ghysels   

 After many summers spent with our family in Point Roberts, my wife 
and I settled in Semiahmoo (Aerie HOA) and we could not be happier.  Hi, 
my name is Steve Ghysels and I would like to help keep and enhance the 
beauty, security, uniqueness, and reputation of the Semiahmoo community.    
What do I bring to the table?   

Financial Acumen:  I have enjoyed a 25+ year career in the high net-worth financial ser-
vices industry.  For many years, I served as the leader of the Private Bank at Wells Far-
go in Los Angeles where I had responsibility for over 150 professionals. 

Community and Civic Engagement: As the former Chairman and President of the Beverly 
Hills Chamber of Commerce, I have significant experience working with businesses, 
residents, community organizations and local elected officials.  As Chairman/President, 
it was important for me to ensure that everyone’s voice was heard and that we all 
worked passionately toward common goals.  

Appreciation for Semiahmoo:  My wife is a dual citizen (parents, sister and brother live in 
Vancouver) so we have been coming to the area for family vacations for over 18 years.  
After experiencing Semiahmoo many years ago, we always knew we would settle here 
upon retirement.  Semiahmoo is a totally unique community in the Pacific Northwest.  
We love it and certainly take full advantage of the hiking paths, country club and natu-
ral beauty the community offers. 

Doug Woods. 
 My wife and I purchased our Semiahmoo home in December 2017 
after living 30 years in a Bellevue, WA community which, similar to Semi-
ahmoo, was regulated by HOA CC&Rs and Rules & Regulations.  I served nu-
merous terms on the Board as President, chaired the Architectural & Land-
scape Committees and the Committee that rewrote the CC&R’s to reflect 
the needs of our evolving community.  I also led three major capital im-
provement projects--roofs, decks, and painting--to successful on-budget outcomes.  My focus 
was always about engaging the Community to ensure the Board’s decisions reflected the 
overall best interest of the Homeowners.     
 Professionally, my early career focused on commercial real estate which included de-
velopment, management and ownership of properties both locally and in Thailand and Ma-
laysia.  Subsequently, my career moved to the broadband/internet industry where I fulfilled 
leadership roles (ranging from VP Business Development to COO) of three companies with 
national reach.   
 Semiahmoo is unique and special.  As a SRA Director, it would be my mission to pro-
mote community involvement,  engage business partners and the City, and ensure the proper 
elements are in place to safeguard those aspects that make Semiahmoo a wonderful place to 
live--today as well as tomorrow.  



What are HABs and why should I 
care about them? 

Rick Beauregard 
Chairman,  

Drayton Harbor Shellfish Protection District Advisory Com-
mittee 

Photos by Rick Beauregard, unless noted 
 
 Harmful Algal Blooms are naturally occurring explo-
sions in growth of certain species of planktonic algae growing 
in the ocean and in freshwater lakes. Yes, just what we need-
ed, something more to worry about. But wait. There is good 
news too. 
 Phytoplankton are single cell plants that float with ocean currents. In general, phyto-
plankton are incredibly beneficial—actually essential—to life on planet earth in a few ways. 
First, they are photosynthetic. They take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, and in the 
presence of sufficient nutrients and light from the sun, they manufacture complex carbohy-
drates. The biomass they create is consumed by other microscopic animals and larval fish and 
shellfish. These in turn are consumed by larger fish and humans. These phytoplankton are 
the base of the aquatic food chain. No life—no clams, no salmon, no baleen whales, no or-
ca—can exist without these food factories. 
 In this chemical reaction oxygen is released as a byproduct. Studies have estimated 
that more than half of the oxygen in our atmosphere is produced as a byproduct of phyto-
plankton primary production. If they should suddenly disappear, we and all life dependent on 
oxygen would all suddenly gasp for breath and suffocate. So, ya, they’re pretty important and 
doing a great job.  
 Take a breath… 
 They are also beautiful and have fascinated scientists since the invention of the micro-
scope in 1590. One major group of phytoplankton, the diatoms, 
have intricate silica (glass) skeletons (Photo 1, Chaetocerous 
spp.) which are found in a dazzling array of amazing designs. 
These intricate geometric designs evolved to enhance their sur-
vival by deterring predation, and keeping them afloat in the up-
per euphoric layers of the ocean where the sun penetrates. 
 As I mentioned above, phytoplankton fix carbon and so 
they play a pivotal role in the regulation of earth’s climate. But, 
they also have formed huge deposits in the marine sediments as they die off, and over mil-
lennia and with pressure and temperature, these deposits have formed the “fossil fuel” de-
posits that we have tapped to fuel our energy addiction, putting all that carbon back into the 
atmosphere and contributing to climate change. 

1 



 So phytoplankton have been busy. 
 But certain species of diatoms and dinoflagellates, the major groups of plankters, contain 
chemicals in trace amounts that are toxic. Under “normal” conditions, there is not enough toxin 
to concern us. But when these species bloom they can reach great numbers in the water col-
umn—hundreds of thousands of cells per liter of seawater—that’s a different matter. Then, they 
may pose a serious threat to fish, birds, marine mammals, and humans who love shellfish. 
 Bivalve shellfish, like oysters and clams, geoducks and mussels, are filter feeders. They 
pump seawater through their gills which screen out the plankton and concentrate the toxin in 
their guts. A single oyster can pump up to 50 gallons of water through its gills a day. Small forage 
fish also filter feed. When eaten by a larger fish, bird or mammal, the dose of toxin is multiplied 
many times to the point of acute toxicity. 
 Native Americans and First Nations people who lived along the coast were well aware of 
these toxic algae. Shellfish from around Drayton Harbor was a staple for the Semiahmoo and 
other Coast Salish people. But they had taboos on eating shellfish during months when harmful 
algae were likely to be present. The first historical record of shellfish poisoning was in 1793 
when a member of George Vancouver’s crew died from eating mussels in British Columbia.  
 Fatalities from eating shellfish in the 1940’s lead to close monitoring of shellfish toxins 
and a search for the causes of these periodic and natural outbreaks. I participated in one of the 
first studies in 1972 to postulate the probable causes of one of the first major regional out-
breaks of red tide in New England. We found that a combination of coastal upwelling from late 
winter storms, combined with heavy spring rains followed by warm temperature and water 
stratification all correlated with the outbreak and 
spread of the bloom. 
 Here in our neck of the woods, we have at 
least four common species of phytoplankton that 
cause harmful effects. These HABs are: Pseudo-
nitzschia spp., Alexandrium spp., Dinophysis spp. 
and Heterosigma spp. There may be others. The tox-
ic effects are from varying toxins and cause 
(respectively) Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning (ASP), 
Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning (PSP), Diuretic Shellfish 
Poisoning (DSP) and toxicity to farm raised fish. 
 So what can we do about HABs? Measuring 
the toxin levels in the water is not practical because 
the levels are so low. But measuring the toxins in 
shellfish can tell us when dangerous levels are 
reached. The State of Washington Department of 
Health requires commercial shellfish growers to sub-
mit their product for periodic testing, so we can be 
assured their product is safe.   

This tiny dinoflagellate, Dinophysis ac-
cuminata, magnified 100 times and on-
ly about 20um in diameter, causes Diar-
rheic Shellfish Poisoning blooming in 
the water column.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          

 The universe in a drop of water. This photo shows a typical phytoplank-
ton assemblage on a darkfield background at 40X magnification. The star in 
the left center is a colony of six diatoms known as Asterionellopsis spp. Also in 
the view are Chaetocerous and Skelotonema cells. Although not “toxic”, the 
projections on Chaetocerous are known to be a physical irritant to fish, and 
contribute to mass fish kills in hatchery operations.  

Pseudo-nitzschia spp. blooms have been 
the cause of marine mammal and bird die-
offs in recent years over the entire Pacific 
coast. It contains a toxin that causes Amne-
sic Shellfish Poisoning. 

A short chain of cells of Alexandrium 
spp., the species contains trace concen-
trations of one of the most lethal toxins 
known, saxitoxin. Under bloom condi-
tions, the cells are concentrated by filter 
feeding fish and shellfish and can cause 
Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning. 



 But what about recreational shellfish harvesting. The state (and all or most states with 
shellfish resources) collect and test shellfish that are planted in various locations on the coast. 
But the laboratory analysis costs are great, and not all samples can be tested. Besides, it may be 
too late once the toxins show up in the shellfish. 
 Routine phytoplankton sampling for HABs in the water column is the only way to have a 
head’s up on toxic blooms that may be forming. This involves taking frequent samples from doz-
ens of coastal sites, analyzing those samples microscopically for the presence of the toxic spe-
cies, and reporting these data to the authorities so they can make decisions about safely man-
aging the resource. Sampling and analysis take special (though trainable) skills and is time con-
suming. Given the unpredictable and scattered nature of where these blooms may occur in the 
region, it is difficult to be in the right place at the right time. There are new technologies to au-
tomate this analysis using moored buoys, but these systems are very expensive. 
 This is where citizen science comes in. Funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), an organization called SoundToxins (www.soundtoxins.org) was formed 
to create a network of citizen scientists to track HABs. Networked with similar groups in Califor-
nia, Oregon, Alaska and British Columbia, SoundToxins covers the entire coast with sample sites 
to warn of the onset of harmful blooms. Volunteers sample weekly in spring/summer, and twice 
a month in fall/winter. The data are reported to SoundToxins and the state. If large numbers of 
certain species are reported, the state issues growing area closure orders to commercial grow-
ers and posts warnings of closed recreational fishing of the area. 
 Which brings us back to Drayton Harbor. 
 We are in a strategic location for HAB monitoring. We have commercial shellfish farming 
in our bay. We are the northernmost outpost in the U.S. And we are close to, and influenced by, 
the largest freshwater input to Puget Sound and the Strait of Georgia. More water comes into 
the sound from the Fraser River than from all other streams and runoff COMBINED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

This satellite photo shows the impact of the Fraser River freshet on the entire 
 Strait of Georgia and Puget Sound, including Drayton Harbor (circled) 

http://www.soundtoxins.org


 . This flow of natural sediment, agricultural runoff, sewage effluents from a major metropolitan 
area, industrial waste, and polluted stormwater runoff, has a direct effect on Boundary Bay, Semi-
ahmoo Bay and Drayton Harbor. But without site specific data, we might miss a bloom in Drayton 
Harbor. Or, in an abundance of caution for safety of the food source, our oyster and clam beds 
may be closed when they are in fact safe. 
 But we did not have a SoundToxins HAB sampling site in Drayton Harbor. Until now. 
 In July of this year, members of the Drayton Harbor Shellfish District Advisory Committee 
and The Garden of the Salish Sea (GSSC- https://www.gardensalishsea.org/ ), a non-profit K-12 
environmental education organization, teamed up to begin a pilot program to conduct weekly 
monitoring of HABs in Drayton Harbor. With generous donations to a modest GoFundMe cam-
paign and the help of volunteers, we will sample and analyze weekly for HABs in the water and 
collect other pertinent data. We provide the data to SoundToxins. Eventually we hope to become 
part of the SoundToxins network and continue the work long term. In addition, we will develop, 
with GSSC, a curriculum of study for local students and interns in phytoplankton ecology and ma-
rine science. That will take additional funding for equipment and to pay interns to continue to 
work long term. Our efforts will provide site specific and timely HAB monitoring results, help pri-
oritize state funding and resources for expensive toxic lab, and help scientists find answers to the 
causes of HAB blooms. We hope to also avoid unnecessary closures and assure safe shellfish in 
Drayton Harbor. 
 So far, we’ve had some amazing results. We’ve found all four target species to be common 
in Drayton Harbor (among many others, which we document) (See photos). And just this past 
week (October 6) we’ve had a bloom of a potentially toxic dinoflagellates that we were not 
screening for. Some may have seen the green-streaked water in Drayton Harbor (see photo, cour-
tesy Mark Seymour, Drayton Harbor Oyster Co.). According to Mark, this bloom also caused an 
amazing nighttime display of bioluminescence in his boat wake. 
 If you’d like to help our project, or learn about phytoplankton-- the grass of the sea-- check 
out our GoFundMe site ( https://www.gofundme.com/manage/231uv1i180 ) or drop me a line 
(rick.beauregard@outlook.com ). 
 
Postscript: Just this week (October 7) I got an email from Mark 
Seymour or Drayton Harbor Oyster Co. to tell me that he observed 
a bloom of some green alga in Drayton Harbor during in his routine 
harvesting. At night, he said, it gave off a great display of biolumi-
nescence, another feature common to some algae blooms. I went 
to sample it immediately and found an unknown flagellate in the 
samples at high concentrations. After a little research and a lot of 
help from one of the foremost authorities in phytoplankton taxon-
omy, Dr. Rita Horner, I tentatively identified the critter as 
Pyramimonas spp., a green alga. It is not known to be toxic. 

                 (Photo courtesy of Mark Seymour,  
                       Drayton Harbor Shellfish Co.) 

https://www.gardensalishsea.org/
https://www.gofundme.com/manage/231uv1i180
mailto:rick.beauregard@outlook.com


Editor’s Note:    Continuing the series about our interesting neighbors  here in 

Semiahmoo, Dan and Nancy Rommes have  contributed  this story of their new 

business venture.          Article by Don Rommes, photos by Nancy Rommes. 

 

Photographic Art for People Under Stress? 
 Don and Nancy Rommes, a local couple, may have an answer 

 Nancy and I moved to Semiahmoo from the southern Oregon coast two years ago. Since 
then, we have developed Iris Arts (www.irisarts.com)—an internet business that sells “evidence-
based” photography of nature to hospitals and the healthcare environment in general. Ours is a 
niche market to be sure, and the business is still in its infancy, but we are cautiously optimistic 
about its chances.  

 The path we took that led to this business seems logical, in retrospect. I am a critical 
care physician (neonatologist) and have spent decades working in the intensive care environ-
ment. Caring for critically ill premature babies has given me a profound, personal appreciation 
for the impact the stressful environment has—not only on my vulnerable little patients, but 
also for their families and the staff.  

 Nancy, as a successful producer of audio guides for national parks, has long had an emo-
tional connection to the natural world and has employed her audio-visual skills to increase 
public awareness of the importance of our national parks.  

 We met in Colorado in the mid-80’s and spent long weekends exploring the mountains 
and the high red-rock deserts of southern Utah. Both of us enjoyed photography. The places 
we explored were perfect landscape subjects. Nancy had a well-established love of the out-
doors when we first started hiking together. I caught up quickly, immediately recognizing the 
beneficial effects of being in nature instead of the intensive care unit.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Seeing Blue” 

http://www.irisarts.com/


 We have since become firm believers in the restorative physical and mental health 
benefits of nature. We always feel better after an outing—more mentally alert, more crea-
tive, more patient, and physically healthier. Recently, our core beliefs have been validated by 
a large and growing body of scientific data.   

 As I approach retirement, and as Nancy’s work in the National Parks has waned, we 
confronted the issue of what to do when we both have a lot of free time. Simply relaxing 
around the home has never been our style, and travel has recently become quite complicat-
ed.  

 Surely, we thought, there was a way to use our photographic skills to share the restor-
ative effects of nature with people—like hospital patients and staff—who couldn’t experi-
ence it in person. If we could create a modest, but successful business model, we could pur-
sue our passion for outdoor nature photography while helping others. We hoped to do well 
by doing good.  

 The idea for Iris Arts was born.    (https://www.irisarts.com) 

 Strong evidence confirms that exposure to nature has numerous mental and physical 
health benefits. Many studies of people in a forest or seaside environment show immediate 
and sustained improvement in cardiac metrics—like lower heart rate and blood pressure—
as well as improvements in immune function. Objective indicators of stress (cortisol levels) 
decrease with exposure to nature, and the balance of the autonomic nervous system (heart 
rate variability, skin conductance, pulse pressure, etc.) tips towards more relaxation and res-
toration. Still other studies show improvements in cognition and creativity from exposure to 
nature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Crown of Golden Aspen” 
 

https://www.irisarts.com


 These benefits are not limited only to time spent in forests, at the seaside, or in wide -

open spaces. Being exposed to green spaces (such as parks) in urban areas also has bene-

fits. So too does spending time in a backyard or terrace garden. Just being able to see out a 

window to trees or vegetation brings some measurable benefit, and simply placing live 

green plants in a hospital recovery room has been shown to reduce the need for pain medi-

cation after surgery.  

 But could we take this even further?  

 The pertinent question for our business was, “for patients and staff in a hospital, 
would exposure to photographs of nature have similar beneficial effects?”  

“North of Nesika Beach” 

 The answer, it turns out, is yes. 

 Multiple studies demonstrate that simply looking at photographs of nature brings 
beneficial effects as compared to photographs of urban scenes. Based on several studies 
and patient surveys, realistic and recognizable depictions of nature, especially color photo-
graphs, are universally understood and appreciated by patients and can bring measurable 
desired results. Even if the viewer has never been to the places shown, certain types of sub-
jects seem familiar and often evoke positive memories.  



 Photographs of nature can thus provide a pleasant distraction and temporary relief 
from the stressful preoccupation with illness. 

 Not all art promotes relaxation equally. Photography appears to be better than 
painting. Color photography works, black and white does not. Generic landscapes and       
waterscapes bring positive effects, abstracts do not.  

 That is probably because many people in a hospital or other healthcare facility will ei-
ther have a physical or mental illness or will be caring for someone who does. Illnesses are 
worrisome and distracting, so it is unlikely that someone who is ill can fully appreciate cer-
tain common characteristics of Fine Art, such as allegory, abstraction, or ambiguity.   

 A review of numerous studies has led to recommendations for the type of art that is 
appropriate for display in hospitals and healthcare facilities. Those recommendations form 
the “evidence” for the “evidence-based” photography in Iris Arts. 

 Nancy and I have made it our mission to educate the healthcare community about the 
health benefits of nature and to provide them with evidence-based photographic art of  

nature. Our belief is that our photographs will offer a temporary pleasant distraction to pa-
tients, their families, and staff—and frankly, to anyone under stress.  

 If you know anyone who might be interested in restorative photography—like hospital 
administrators, hospital foundation members, patients, or staff, or anyone under stress, 
please let them know about Iris Arts.   By helping us, you may be helping them!    

 Don Rommes  (don@irisarts.com)  Nancy Rommes (nancy@irisarts.com) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Busy Bee and Wild Iris” 

mailto:don@irisarts.com
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Climate Change comes to Semiahmoo; What can We Do? 
  Contributed by Stan Monks. 
  It was once famously said that everyone talks about the weather, but no one does anything 
about it.     Now we can do something about it - by following suggestions from the Washington 
Department of Health perhaps we can make a positive change! 
 In the Northwest we've a certain type of climate and weather.        But times - and the 
weather are a changin'.     This brings us problems. 
 Through the millennia there's been periods of global climate change.     In the last 650,000 
years there have been seven cycles of glacial advance and retreat. The last ice age about - 11,700 
years ago - began the modern climate era — and human civilization.   Most of these climate 
changes are attributed to the amount of solar energy our planet received. 
 However, the current warming trend is very significant. The majority of scientists believe it's 
likely due to the tremendous increase in human generated greenhouse gases - carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitric oxide - that has occurred since the mid-20th century.  

 

     The view across  

Drayton Harbor  

at midday  

12 September 2020.                                

Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide level Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide level 



 Although we here in northwestern Washington have so far been mostly spared from 
extreme weather - other areas have not been so lucky. 
 This year is the second most active Atlantic hurricane season on record. To date we've 
had ten hurricanes, with Laura - a category 4, 150 mph, hurricane roaring ashore and devas-
tating portions of the eastern US and causing 24 deaths and widespread damage. 
 You don't need to be reminded of the dozens of catastrophic wildfires which have 
been raging along a huge swath of the Western United States. Millions of acres have burned 
across California, Oregon and Washington, and at least 36 deaths have been linked to the 
blazes.   During September much of the West Coast was shrouded in thick smoke, with cities 
such as Portland, Seattle and San Francisco ranking among the top 10 places in the world 
with the worst air quality.   We could not see across Semiahmoo bay !      At that time we had 
a significant local problem with wildfire smoke and the local level of atmospheric pollution 
reached the hazardous to health level on several days. 
 In June a "derecho" - a sudden hurricane force windstorm - tore across the mid-west 
destroying a third of Iowa's cropland. 
 Linked to these cold facts and statistics; lives have been lost, homes destroyed, health 
impaired and many, many families have suffered heartbreak and loss.  
 Do not forget the wildlife. Their habitat has been destroyed. Their food supplies de-
pleted. Their lives lost. Our lives are lessened by their losses. 
 Other countries are also experiencing extreme weather: 
 As 2020 began, record-breaking wildfires engulfed regions of Australia, eventually 
scorching more than 65,000 square miles — an area that, when taken together, is larger 
than the state of Illinois 
 In the UK, February 2020 was the wettest on record while - you've guessed it - just a 
few months later, May was the driest on record.       Due to this weather the English wheat 
harvest is predicted to be thirty percent lower - probably resulting in higher bread prices.   If 
we had similar weather in the mid-west? How would our wheat and bread supplies and pric-
es be affected? 
 In Siberia temperatures during the entire six-month period from December 2019 
through May 2020 were the warmest on record.  On June 20, a remote Siberian town called 
Verkhoyansk logged a temperature of 38° Celsius (100.4° Fahrenheit), setting a new  record 
high temperature for the Arctic Circle. 
 The World Meteorological Organization reported that the Northern Hemisphere expe-
rienced its warmest ever August  in 2020. 
 UK scientists conclude that a total of 28 trillion tons of ice have disappeared from the 
Arctic and Antarctic regions since 1994 due to climate change. They describe the level of ice 
loss as “staggering” and warn that their analysis indicates that sea level rises, triggered by 
melting glaciers and ice sheets, could soon reach three feet.     This could make serious prob-
lems for low lying coastal areas.  



  For our State of Washington, the Environmental Protection Agency's predictions 
are dire.   They predict rising sea levels, declining snow amounts, lower stream flows and warm-
er water temperatures. This affects hydroelectric power generation, fish populations, and irriga-
tion-dependent agriculture.   There will be increased ocean acidification, which affects commer-
cial fishing, fish hatcheries and shellfish.   Drought and wildfires are predicted to increase across 
the State, affecting agriculture, homes, and our health. 
 Fighting climate change will require action from all countries around the world.  There 
has been some progress. 
 The United Nations and some governments worldwide are tackling the problem and have 
enacted legislation to combat climate change.  
  In 2009 the 27 country EU enacted legislation to reduce greenhouse gases by 20%  from 
1990 levels, to obtain 20% of its energy from renewable sources, and to have a 20% improve-
ment in its energy efficiency - all to be done by 2020.     By 2018,  they had reduced greenhouse 
gas emissions by 23% from 1990 levels.    In August, 2020 the EU  budgeted fourteen billion Eu-
ros to modernize the energy sector and to improve its energy efficiency.      The UK has pledged 
to be carbon net zero by 2050. 
 The big shocker though is China. China is responsible for more than one-quarter of the 
world’s carbon emissions.  Speaking at the UN General Assembly in late September  Chinese 
President Xi Jinping  said China would become carbon net-zero by the year 2060.  
 Back here in USA, some Individual States have enacted Climate Change laws and regula-
tions that will directly affect our lives.    In late August California Governor Gavin Newsom issued 
an executive order that calls for a ban on the sale of new gasoline-powered cars in the state by 
2035.  This comes as the range of electric vehicles is extended and their price is reduced .    
 Washington State has also enacted Climate Change legislation.    It has set goals of reduc-
ing heat-trapping emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2035, and 
50 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.     A fifth of Washington's greenhouse gases comes from 
using fossil fuels to generate electricity.   In May 2019 bill SB 5116 was signed into law. This calls 
for Washington’s electricity to be 100% carbon-free by 2045, and requires utilities to phase out 
coal fired electricity generation by the end of 2025.         Washington is following Hawaii, Califor-
nia, New Mexico, and Puerto Rico in committing to 100% clean electricity.  
 In March 2020 Governor Inslee signed the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Program into law - 
joining fifteen other states participating in the ZEV program.  Under ZEV, the Evergreen State 
will deploy hundreds of thousands of electric vehicles (EV) over the next decade. The program 
also requires each automaker to ensure an increasingly larger percentage of the new cars that 
they send to Washington is electric-powered. The State also offers large tax incentives for EV 
and hybrid car buyers. 
 One half of Washington’s total land area is forested. Trees help stop climate change by re-
moving carbon dioxide from the air, storing carbon in the trees and soil, and releasing oxygen 
into the atmosphere.    On March 25, 2020, the Governor signed HB 2528 into law which recog-
nizes the contributions of the state’s forests and forest products sector as part of the state’s 
global climate response. management . 

https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/world-co2-emissions-from-fuel-combustion-by-region-1971-2018
https://link.morningbrew.com/click/21593258.35494/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucG9saXRpY28uY29tL3N0YXRlcy9jYWxpZm9ybmlhL3N0b3J5LzIwMjAvMDkvMjMvbmV3c29tLWNhbGxzLWZvci1jYWxpZm9ybmlhLWJhbi1vbi1uZXctZ2FzLWZ1ZWxlZC1jYXJzLWJ5LTIwMzUtMTMxNzk0Nz91dG1fc291cmNlPW1vcm5pbmdfYnJldw/5e


 The law encourages the planting of trees and encourages healthy forest management - 
which mitigates the risk of wildfires. 
 
Things we can do to lessen the impact of climate change; the Washington Department of 
Health suggests: 
 
 1. Use compact fluorescent or LED light bulbs instead of regular ones. This can eliminate 150 
pounds or more of carbon dioxide for each bulb per year. 
 2. Consider alternative sources of transportation, such as walking, biking, carpooling or taking 
public transit. If possible, choose a fuel-efficient, hybrid or electric car. 
3. Turn off your car engine when you’re stopped for more than 10 seconds, except when 
stopped in traffic. Don’t idle when waiting in line at the rail crossing, or waiting to pick someone 
up. This causes unnecessary pollution. 
4. Turn the thermostat down slightly in the winter and up slightly in the summer to reduce pow-
er use. This will not only eliminate carbon dioxide emissions, it will lower your energy bill. 
5. Plant trees. Planting trees increases absorption of carbon dioxide and increases release of oxy-
gen into the atmosphere. Trees placed in strategic locations can reduce homeowners’ energy 
bills by providing shade and acting as wind breaks. Every tree planted makes a difference.  Try to 
preserve all existing trees, every tree removed is a loss. 
6. Use the dishwasher and washing machine only when full. Select showerheads with low-flow 
settings and do laundry in cold or lukewarm water. 
7. Recycle all suitable items, including cardboard, glass, metal, certain plastic containers, and 
newsprint. Reuse plastic bags where possible. Choose to donate used and unwanted items to 
charity instead of throwing them out.     Avoid single use disposable items whenever possible. 
8. Unplug appliances when not in use; some require energy even when they’re not  switched on. 
When purchasing new appliances, consider ones with power-saving Energy Star ratings. 
9. Choose items with less packaging, particularly plastic wrapping. Take reusable bags to grocery 
stores instead of using plastic or paper bags. 
 Additionally each person can contact their local and county officials and encourage them 
to adopt climate change mitigation strategies, such as: all government vehicles being electric, 
encouraging its citizens to recycle, reuse and reduce waste, and adopting, where appropriate, 
the above suggestions. 
 A little more at home, the Semiahmoo Residents Association has created an Environmen-
tal Committee whose goal is to maintain and enhance our environment - through recycling, reus-
ing, monitoring local government environmental actions, etc. 

 

 Act now - not tomorrow.  

 Remember, we can together, by our actions, change the weather!  

 

 



The Peace Arch, Our Local Landmark  

 The Peace Arch has had a face-lift!     Next year 2021 will mark a century since it was de-
dedicated.    In order to prepare it for the celebrations it has been vapour-blasted, primed, 
painted and restored.    The inscriptions, commemorative plaques, and ornamental gates have 
been refurbished over the summer months.     During restoration work it was encased in a plas-
tic wrap, looking a bit like a Christo art work!    (Christo died this year aged 84) 
 On Sunday, June 13th, 2021 a centennial “Hands across the Border” celebration will be 
held.     Other activities to commemorate the centennial are being planned by the International 
Peace Arch Association (https://www.peacearchpark.org/events).   A major effort is being made 
on both sides of the border to have a special postage stamp featuring the Arch  issued in the 
respective countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Peace Arch was built as a result of an international fund raising  effort which was  
initiated by a Washington State Lawyer, Sam Hill.       The objective was to mark the one hun-
dred years of peace since the signing of the treaty of Ghent in 1814.    This was the treaty that 
ended the war of 1812 between USA and Great Britain and restored the pre-war boundaries. 
 Originally, when the Pacific Highway reached the Canadian border in 1915 it was suggest-
ed that the two governments should erect a marble arch  at the border to celebrate 100 years 
of peace.    Reinforced concrete was subsequently chosen as a more practical material.      As 
the two governments had not been forthcoming with any funds it fell to Sam Hill to step in!  



 Sam Hill was Founder of the Washington State Good Roads Association and as such was 
present when the Pacific Highway was completed at the border crossing in 1915.   He was also 
enthused by the prospect of world peace and took on the task of raising the money.    
 Construction did not commence until 1920 and 
was completed in 1921.   A crowd of 15,000 was pre-
sent for the dedication at 2.00pm on September 6th.    
This was immediately preceded by a group of bagpipers 
marching through the arch.    The Peace Arch Park had 
not been laid out at that time and the land on the US 
side was  marshy.    On the Canadian side were some 
old buildings including the rather notorious St Leonard 
Hotel.    Many in the crowd could see little of the cere-
mony but all could hear quite well due to the use of a 
novelty; the  “Wonderphone” loudspeaker system. 
 What would become the Peace Arch Park was es-
tablished on land set aside by the US and Canadian governments in 1931.     The US side got 
started first and opened the three acre Sam Hill Memorial Park in 1932.   The purchase of Park 
land was financed by the State, and Washington schoolchildren raised an additional $1500 to 
complete the landscaping.    On the Canadian side the St Leonard Hotel and surrounding build-
ings were demolished in 1932.  However, it was not until near the end of the decade that the 
Canadian Government provided funds for a 10 acre park on their side of the border.    These 
funds were augmented by the collections made by BC schoolchildren and the Canadian Provin-
cial Park was dedicated in 1939.  In 1942 the US park was renamed the “Peace Arch Park” and 
since that time more land has been added on both sides of the border.   There are now 20 acres 
in USA and 23 in Canada.   
 The Peace Arch Park has always been a place for international mingling.    US citizens and 
Canadian citizens may enter both sides of the park and meet up provided they exit back into 
their own country.    Both sides of the border are watched to see that this happens! 
 The ability to meet and mingle has acquired new significance since the closure of the 
border earlier this year.       The Canadians closed the 
Provincial Park on their side but meeting and mingling 
is still possible and permitted along the section of the 
park opposite 0 Avenue, Surrey, BC.   Here  Canadians 
can legally cross the border ditch and enter the US park, 
provided they go no further South and exit by the same 
route.      It is also quite legal to exchange goods here—
provided the recipient then walks down to the main 
road  at the Peace Arch and heads back across their 
own border to declare the goods.   (We checked this 
out with both the Mounties and the US Border Patrol !)  



       

 

 The Birds of Semiahmoo: 
  The Peregrine Falcon 
   By Jennifer Plombon 
 

 The Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus), also called the Per-
egrine or the Duck Hawk, is often referred to as the “fastest mem-
ber of the animal kingdom”. The name peregrinus comes from the 
verb “peregrinate”, meaning “to travel or wander from place to 
place” and they do indeed travel widely outside of nesting season. 
Peregrines can reach speeds of over 200 miles per hour in a 
hunting dive, and the highest recorded speed of a dive by a pere-
grine is 242 miles per hour. This is somewhat misleading, however, 
as the peregrine doesn’t actually FLY at such high speeds, and thus 
doesn’t reach its amazing speed due entirely to its own power. 
Whilst hunting birds, its prey of choice, the peregrine flies high 
above the bird, folds its wings and dives headlong at its prey; so 
gravity and its amazing aerodynamic shape help it reach such a 
high flight-dive speed. They can fly in direct flight at speeds up to 
70 mph. In contrast, a cheetah can reach speeds of 75 mph whilst 
running, and a Golden Eagle can flight-dive at 200 mph. Ostriches 
(flightless, alas, due to their large heavy bodies) can run 60 mph. 
See if you can guess the fastest insect and its highest recorded 
speed; I’ll tell you at the end of this article.                                                Peregrines spotted here! 
 Peregrines are absolutely amazing raptors. Every part of their body is designed for what 
they do; catch and eat birds, preferring pigeons and ducks. Starting at their head, they have large 
eyes for a raptor, enabling them to quickly see other birds that might 
be prey, and the bones of their skull form a brow over the eyes, to 
shade them from the sun whilst flying high seeking prey. Their beaks 
are notched (see photo 1) which enables them to kill their prey by 
severing the spinal cord at the neck, causing them to go instantly 
limp. Flying or diving at high speed with a wriggling, struggling victim 
would be difficult and dangerous. Notice how the peregrine’s beak in 

photo 1 is much more notched than that of 
the Red-tailed Hawk in photo 2. The air 
pressure resulting from their high speed 
dives could damage their lungs and air sacs 
or make breathing during a dive difficult, but even that is taken care of. 
They have small bony tubercles or bumps on their nostrils which are 
theorized to guide airflow away from the nostrils, reducing air pressure 
against the diving peregrine. 

 

1 
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 Their wings are very long and pointed and tuck very tightly to 
their body in a dive, decreasing drag. Their feet are fascinating; their 
talons are very long and thin, especially the middle toe, which ena-
bles them to reach through the feathers and grasp their prey more 
firmly (see photo 3). This comes at a cost, however; their talons are 
not as strong as the shorter, heavier, talons of an owl or eagle, so 
they often catch their prey with their beak, or stun it by striking with 
balled up talons like a fist. Having held peregrines with a glove, 
though, I can assure you that their feet are strong enough to poke a 
hole in you!  
 Before eating their prey, they pluck the feathers and twist their 
heads to fling the feathers away for the meat; watching a peregrine 
“prepare” their foot for eating looks like a small energetic pillow fight.  
 Peregrines breed annually and mate for life, usually returning to the same nesting site eve-
ry year. The pair performs a mating dance in the air, and the male may pass the female prey he 
has caught; the female will actually fly upside down to receive it from the male’s talons! They 
nest up high, preferring cliffs, skyscrapers, bridge supports, or the Semiahmoo water tower!  
Occasionally they adopt a nest abandoned by another large bird. They simply scrape the area 
clean, and don’t collect any nesting material. They usually lay 2-5 eggs. Chicks are called eyases 
and are balls of white fluff with disproportionately large feet. Do a little computer search for im-
ages of “eyases” to see some adorable photos. 
 Years ago, when DDT was commonly used as a pesticide, many eagle and falcon species 
almost disappeared, because they ingested DDT in their prey and it made the shells of their eggs 
so fragile that sitting on the eggs broke them. Banning DDT has caused a huge comeback of ea-
gles and falcons. Peregrines are now listed as a species of Low Concern. 
 Falconers have hunted with peregrines for thousands of years. They are relatively small, 
have calm dispositions, are easily carried on the glove, and breed readily in captivity. In fact, 
after DDT was banned and there was a desperate need to repopulate the world with falcons, fal-
coners and their expertise with breeding were integral to that cause. 
 Peregrines are very beautiful, being a deep steely blue grey above and heavily barred on 
the breast and legs. As with most raptors, females are about 30% larger than males. They’re 
mouthy little birds and will look you straight in the eyes and yell at you. Visit these sites:   
 https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Peregrine_Falcon/sounds or 
 https://www.bird-sounds.net/peregrine-falcon/    to hear their various calls. 
 A widely read and admired book about peregrines and nature is “The Peregrine” by J.A. 
Baker. I highly recommend you find and read it. Guess what? It’s available from the Whatcom 
County Library System! You might have to wait a bit; I just requested it for myself. 
Photos used in this article were taken at Sarvey Wildlife Center by Mary Uhlir; the author thanks 
her most sincerely. 
ANSWER: Horsefly; 90 mph 
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Some Other Animal News … 
 By Jennifer Plombon. 

 Just a few fun stories about the wonderful beings who share our world. 
 
1)  So … anyone want to guess what these are? 

 My husband and I were quite perplexed as these strange 
small things began appearing on our front steps. They looked 
like the excrement of some sort of animal, but what?! They are 
tiny; less than ¼” long, and when rubbed between my fingers, 
broke down into what looked like just dirt.   After puzzling over 
it for days, my husband put a motion-activated, night-vison 
camera out on the step and captured footage of the mysteri-
ous poopers.  In fact, we have footage of one of them rolling 
up onto its back, butt upwards, and a little excrement piece 
shooting into the air and falling down onto the step.  
 

 a. Pill Bug rolls up. 
 b.  Pill Bug extrudes excrement. 
 c.  Excrement shoots into the air and falls to sidewalk. 
 
 It was a (choose your favorite nickname) pill bug, rolly-polly, carpet eater (I frequently 
find them in my house at the edges of the carpet near the walls, so I have always thought they 
must eat carpet), wood louse, potato bug … there are lots of names for these little critters, 
which are actually NOT insects, but crustaceans, members of the family Armadillidiiae. They 
are NOT pests, they don’t eat any living vegetation or carpet or potatoes, and in fact, are quite 
interesting little beings. Please read these fascinating facts on the pill bug and I defy you not 
to develop a bit of affection for them. Facts # 6 and # 8 will be your kids’ favorite facts: 
https://tinyurl.com/y9ag2o5p   
  I never expected to learn such fun facts when we set out to identify the excrement on 
our steps. 

a c b 

https://tinyurl.com/y9ag2o5p


2)       I spent most of my life in Minnesota, and am a huge fan of the Minnesota Landscape 
Arboretum.    It is one of the largest arboretums in the country, and does a tremendous amount 
of horticultural research, benefitting home gardeners and consumers everywhere. The Hon-
eycrisp apple was developed there! 
  Walking the many trails of the Arboretum is a pleasure in all seasons, even in the winter. 
But I now have another reason to love it; they have an active pest management department.   
This department studies pest control to help gardeners and growers keep their plants safe from 
predators.   However, deciding if a particular animal is a pest or predator may be a matter of 
opinion and circumstance.   
  In the latest issue of the Arboretum Magazine, Erin Bucholz, an “Integrated Pest Manage-
ment Specialist”, tells of being asked to consult on some caterpillars found on a young Quaking 
Aspen (the trees that carpet Colorado and turn it into a Festival of Gold every fall).      She deter-
mined that they were spiny elm caterpillars, the caterpillar stage of the mourning cloak butterfly 
(Nymphalis Antiopa – search for images on your computer, it’s a beautiful butterfly). Erin wanted 
us to know that she doesn’t just kill critters indiscriminately, since any control would have far-
reaching effects on other critters; but that little tree did need some help. So she grabbed a buck-
et, shook and picked the caterpillars off the young tree, and  
propped the bucket in the branches of a mature Quaking Aspen in anoth-
er part of the Arboretum. A mature tree could easily handle that number 
of caterpillars without harm.  Despite a storm that night, an inspection 
in the morning showed that the caterpillars had settled into their new 
home. This story gives me a huge smile every time I think of it. What a 
win/win; the little tree was saved, the caterpillars were saved, the big tree 
was OK, and there will be beautiful butterflies. 
3)  You all know of my soft spot for birds of prey, and my desire to protect them whenever 
possible. Governor Newsom of California has just made that easier. He just signed the California 
Ecosystems Protection Act (AB 1788), which places greater restrictions on the use of anticoagu-
lant rodenticides, thus protecting the state’s wildlife.    As you know, these pest control chemicals 
are widely used to control rodents.  They contain a chemical that, when consumed, causes the 
rodent to bleed internally and ultimately die as the chemical disrupts its coagulation mechanism.  
This unfortunately also kills birds that prey on them.  Thus the very wildlife that could control ro-
dents will also die from internal bleeding. The most effective, safe, and humane ways to control 
rodents are to 1) exclude them from buildings by sealing their access routes, and removing food, 
water and nesting materials; 2) Using snap traps where the rodents are found.  These kill the ro-
dent quickly, as humanely as possible, and do not trap or kill other animals; and 3) making your 
property attractive to owls and other rodent predators  by leaving tall trees, trees with holes in 
them, and snags and stumps to provide nesting sites and shelter.  
4)  Just in case any of you are lonely in these quarantined times; there are baby bunnies and 
baby Guinea pigs at the Whatcom Humane Society RIGHT NOW who need new homes. Their 
cuteness is almost overwhelming.     I can tell you from personal experience that Guinea pigs 
adopted from the WHS will entertain you every single day. 
 



  

Editorial Note. 

 This will be the last in the current series of the “Semiahmoo Courier”.      

 We have presented a collection of articles relating to the SRA and to our local 

history, natural history, and environment over the past ten years. 

The Communications Committee of the SRA Board have decided that they 

now wish to take a new approach to the “Courier”. 

We look forward with you to welcoming this new publication next year! 

See the SRA Contact Information  

and news from the Marina Café and from the Resort  

on the next pages 
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Please note our new (shorter!) email addresses: 

Debbie Smith, Executive Director — debbie@srahoa.com 

Lori Thorne, Administrative Assistant — lori@srahoa.com 

Jessica Bazett, Interim ASC Administrator – ascadmin@srahoa.com 

Ken Johns, Construction Compliance Consultant — ascadmin@srahoa.com 

Justin Cleere, Director of Maintenance Operations — justin@srahoa.com 

       Staff 

INVOICING OF DUES INFORMATION 

The majority of property owners in Semiahmoo will receive their SRA dues invoices via email.  Invoices are 

emailed from: invoicing of dues@semiahmooresortassociation.com 

Many email servers detect the invoices as “spam” or “junk” and some people miss seeing them in their inbox.  

Invoices will be sent out in January, so if you don’t receive yours, please check all folders! 

PLEASE NOTE: The invoice also includes the new gate code for your neighborhood! 

The most convenient way to pay your dues is our Direct Debit option.  Contact Lori (see above) to request a 

Direct Debit authorization form.  Owners who use Direct Debit still receive an invoice stating the amount to be 

debited from their checking or savings account and the date the draw will take place. 



 

Semiahmoo Marina Café and Store 

Your Local Coffee Shop & Meeting Place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Semiahmoo Café/ Store is serving a great selection of menu items, with 

daily lunch specials. Dine in our socially distanced dining room or on the out-

side patio. We also offer orders to go. Sanitizing stations are located at each 

entrance. Our staff does daily wellness checks to stay within Covid 19 guide-

lines. 

 

                                                                          

 

 

 

Come on down to the 

Spit and join us for 

morning coffee or a 

light lunch ! 

N.B. We are open, but not for inside dining during current restrictions 



 

OCTOBER—DECEMBER 2020 

Thanksgiving Day  
Packers Kitchen + Bar                              360-318-2090 
Thanksgiving  To -Go          2pm – 9pm  
   (Limited outdoor options, weather permitting) 
Great Blue Heron Grill                              360-371-7005 ext.  4 
Noon – 5pm  
“Thanksgiving To-Go”– Curbside pick-up 
 
Christmas Eve & Christmas Day, limited menu  ** 
Packers Kitchen + Bar  
5pm – 9pm  
 
New Year’s Eve  
Special Event Dinner with Champagne pairing menu ** 
Stars Event Space  
6:30pm  
 
Packers Kitchen + Bar  
5pm – 10pm  
 
New Year’s Day, Limited Breakfast Menu  
Packers Kitchen + Bar  
8am – 11am             Reservations recommended  
 
** N.B. Due to limited capacity, we are only taking reservations for hotel 
guests.  We will evaluate 2 weeks previously and open these up to the 
public if room is still available.   More details at www.semiahmoo.com 


